
CSE-103 Class 7 Notes

Money is uncontrolled
Real money is defined as gold or silver

Mondex corporation
Money dexterous (Right handed)
Master Card is 51% owner of Mondex

swipe card - phone call is made
store pays 2-4% of purchase price to MC

"Nothing to stop Mondex from becoming the global standard"

Greek 'mark' also means etching as in etching on printed circuit boards
can not buy or sell without cash or credit
soon only accept credit or chip

#6
Centralization of the means of communication and transport
Government owns almost every car in country
when car is made a certificate of origination is created 
the state keeps the certificate of origination
when you buy the car with Federal Reserve Notes you get a title issued from state saying you can 
take that car
if you buy a brand new car with gold or silver you can demand the certificate of origination
license plates are you renting the privilege to drive that car on the roads for one year.

#8
Establishment of industrial armies, especially for agriculture.
Farms are under the control of the government agents that are assigned to that farm
farmers have to ask for permission for what crop they can grow. If to many people are growing corn
that year you have to grow soy bean.

Russia 100 bushels of harvest only 15 get to market
satellites in Europe spy on farmers to count the number of cattle, sheep, corn field acres planted to 
make sure they are doing what they are told by government
Unions were started to protect workers and children when factories were cruelly run however 
people have gotten a union mentality that they are only supposed to do one thing and thats it. 
Bible teaches to work for your hire. Protestant work ethic. 

#9
corporate farms and regional planning 

#10
Free public education for industrial purpose
School to work programs in schools
Purpose of education in America was originally to teach kids to read as soon as possible so they 
could read God's word 
uSA was originally a Constitutional Republic 
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people were given rights because they had internal control
if everyone did what God wanted in Florida then it would be a very good place to live. Everyone 
would have internal control
with a communist work ethic people need to have external control because they don't take pride in 
their work or property

Ants are productive and help each other without any one asking them too. They step on each other 
and no one gets upset.

UN world declaration of education - one world curriculum
School to work, Goals 2000, etc
100% compliant with world curriculum
Humanists started teaching in colleges to brainwash the new teachers
They then went to all the schools to teach the kids

Discrimination against creationists.

1919
communist rules for revolution - Even if the list was not real they still are very true
1. Corrupt the young; get them away from religion. Get them interested in sex. Make them 
superficial; destroy their ruggedness. 
2. Get control of all means of publicity, thereby: 
3. Get people's minds off their government by focusing their attention on athletics, sexy books, 
plays and immoral movies.

Scripture doesn't say anything about jails or prisons
If you steal you pay back 4 times what you took
more severe crimes corporal punishment
must be 2 witnesses to be executed

4. Divide the people into hostile groups by constantly harping on controversial matters of no 
importance. 
5. Destroy the people's faith in their natural leaders by holding the latter up to contempt, ridicule 
and disgrace. 
6. Always preach true democracy, but seize power as fast and as ruthlessly as possible.

100 years ago to take over every news media people like Rockefeller would buy the most popular 
news papers in the area and eventually the rest would merge or close.
Rockefeller would buy most of the gas stations in town and sell gas for below cost for several 
months to get the rest of the gas stations to close or sell to him and then when he was a monopoly 
he would jack prices way up
Rockefeller gave speeches thanking media for being discrete about their goals for a one world 
government but now the world is more ready to be run by a NWO

Wars could not be fought if we were still on the gold standard
When you run out of money you run out of bullets
Now if you need more money you can print more
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If you see the media dwelling on a topic of little importance than they are usaly trying to cover 
something up.
OJ Simpson case was covering up when Clinton was trying to give the communist Chinese a port in
California. 

7. By encouraging government extravagance, destroy its credit, produce years of inflation with 
rising prices and general discontent.

Stalin - Those who cast the votes decide nothing, those who count the votes decide everything.
Dole/Buchanan race each place in a cretin county that votes were counted by hand Buchanan won, 
when counted by machine Dole won. The fed 10 sheets through that were marked Buchanan and 6 
of them read Dole.

8. Incite unnecessary strikes in vital industries, encourage civil disorders and foster a lenient and 
soft attitude on the part of government toward such disorders. 

9. Cause breakdown of the old moral values - honesty, sobriety, self-restraint, faith in the pledged 
word, ruggedness.

10. Cause the registration of all firearms on some pretext, with a view to confiscate them and 
leaving the populace helpless.

You can't control a country that can defend them selves
Lennon - One person with a gun can control 100 people with out a gun

You might be a liberal if you think guns cause crime but don't think matches cause arson
You might be a liberal if you think the death penalty is government sanctioned killing but that 
prison is not government sanctioned kidnapping
You might be a liberal if you don't trust honest Americans with automatic weapons, but you do trust 
the government with them

2nd amendment was not so we could go duck hunting but was to protect our selves from the 
government
The only way to keep the government in line is to have them fear the people
If the government fear the people you have freedom
if the people fear the government you have tyranny

Animals have horns that eat grass. They do not need them to eat, they need them to keep the lions 
off their backs and leave them alone.

2 types of wars
war of aggression - taking someones land
war of defense

Columbine, CO
broke 18 gun laws by going in that school
would 2 more laws have stopped them?
They killed because they believed in evolution
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"Blaming guns for Columbine is like blaming spoons for Rosie Odonnell being fat"

Should capital punishment be public? 
Capital punishment does not deter criminals - it does for the ones that got caught - they won't be 
committing crimes anymore

In the bible the person that the crime was against got to cast the first stone.

Auto store put signs in all their entrance doors "No guns allowed on premises"
what does that say to criminals "Rob me"
sign should say "All employees are required to carry guns"
what does that say to criminals

At war time to they let captured enemy keep their guns?

Australia passed gun control laws and every one turned in their guns
Homicides up 3.2%
Assaults up 8%
Armed robberies up 44%
in Victoria homicide with firearm up 320%

with guns we are citizens 
without guns we are subjects
create a crisis so you can create your own solution
Hitler blew up the Reichstag to get more gun control

Marx referred to evolution all the time
When the Chinese took over a city they did not teach communism. They went to the schools and 
taught evolution first.

WW2 14000 Polish POW solders were executed because Hitler gave the command that they were 
inferior.
Geneva Convention means nothing if you don't believe in God

60 Million Chinese killed because they were Christians.
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